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Abstract

Interoperability is an important aspect of complex information systems that have to interact and
integrate with a multitude of other systems and services. New interoperability norms and frameworks
are being promoted, and in this thesis we discuss some of them in the scope of eGovernment and
document automation systems. This thesis explores integration aspects of qDocs, a citizen-centric
document automation platform. qDocs aims to make bureaucratic documents (e.g., ID cards, forms,
certificates) easily curated by multiple organizations and easily available to citizens. A key challenge
of the proposal that is the foundation of this thesis is the correct integration of these organizations
systems with the qDocs because they have to collect/provide data from/to the documents. The
solution presented in this thesis is named as qBox, which is a software component to be deployed at
each organizations environment that supports both interoperability and security requirements. It was
designed with a strong focus on document datasets and their specifications, to be developed as an
independent module called qBox and integrated with the qDocs platform. The integration evaluation
based itself on three tests to analyse its capabilities, namely the qBox module connection to the qDocs
platform, the document request and aproval process and the ability to change dataset configurations.
The evaluation yield positive results that allow to conclude that the qBox works as a prove of concept
and the qDocs is ready for basic curator integration via the qBox.
Keywords: E-Government; Interoperability; Public Administration; Document Automation.

1. Introduction

The importance of understanding the need and
challenges of E-government is key to grasping the
concept of a new document automation platform
called qDocs. qDocs is a web document automation
platform intended to work on any device to provide
a seamless interaction between citizen and admin-
istration services, making bureaucratic documents
citizen centric [16].

Document automation is an approach that sup-
ports the management of document templates, data
fields, and documents. Document automation
uses such templates and data fields, and relies on
data collected from the user or from external data
sources to dynamically produce or assembly final
documents [19].

On the other hand, E-Government is an emergent
public administration approach, strongly influenced
by digital technologies, where accessibility and easy
information access is becoming common [3]. How-
ever, to achieve such goals, interoperability across
multiple platforms and services, shall be considered.

For example, European Commission defined the

ISA2 [8] framework aiming for a single digital mar-
ket across all the EU.

As a platform that may handle sensitive informa-
tion (like citizens personal data), qDocs has secu-
rity in its core, as it creates documents only upon
request, on the citizens device, with data provided
and curated by multiple organizations, known as
curators.

qDocs aims to serve two main entities, the citi-
zen and the curator. The citizen accesses the plat-
form to request, consult and share documents; and
the curator to manage and define the information
of those documents available and evaluates the re-
quests.

This thesis proposes to explore all these con-
cepts, namely providing a detailed explanation of
the qDocs with focus on discussing its interoperabil-
ity aspects, as well as the identification of the prob-
lem on the interoperable integration of this platform
and the implementation and evaluation of the pro-
posed solution, the qBox.
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2. Background

To have a broader perspective of the interoperabil-
ity topic in E-Government we shall review some re-
lated work. Interoperability is an important con-
cept in this work that aims to integrate the qDocs
platform with external entities. ISA2 is an Eu-
ropean initiative to standardize the interoperabil-
ity inside the European Union and aims to boost
the modernization of Public Administrative sys-
tems and provides guidelines for interoperability in-
side the European panorama. This chapter also in-
troduces Document Automation as a concept, as
well as a study on some document automation plat-
forms, focused on the integration aspect, the same
aspect to be studied on the qDocs.

2.1. E-Government

E-Government (or Government 2.0, or simply e-
Gov) is an emergent paradigm of societys public
services [3]. E-Governments goal is to use infor-
mation technology to improve and provide better
services in the public sector, making them user-
centered, with a more interactive approach, pro-
viding improved communication and reduce general
costs [18]. This involves balancing human and ma-
chine approaches to solve both entities problems,
scale the government services creating a bigger im-
pact and identifying new solutions, recognizing the
unique needs of the individuals to create user cen-
tered mass or personalized services, using the public
sector as a platform to test ideas in an experimen-
tal government approach and not being afraid of
breaking the standard bureaucracy and the norms
in the public sectors [18]. Ultimately, the relation-
ship between citizens and government is going to
change with the implementation of these ideas [14],
allowing for deeper collaboration between the two
entities [13]. For this, strong leadership willing to
make the change is a key factor, and is currently one
of the main obstacles, as the current leadership is
excessively bureaucratic in this matter. Also impor-
tant is the involvement of the citizens, as end users,
during the development and operation of these sys-
tems. The goal is to make the citizens life easier and
to build practical and simple systems, captivating
the users interest.

However, the materialization of these ideas are
not easy and, adding to the problem, there are
the structures and organizations of governments,
which varies drastically among countries and ad-
ministrations, makes this a difficult project world-
wide. The fear of failure exist, however some gov-
ernments are tackling this problem with new and
innovative methods [21].

The E-Government implementation is already on-
going, with most countries having some sort of ser-
vice available online, such as tax paying (the most

common example) some countries, such as Estonia,
are leading the change with many services available,
such as online voting, digital drug prescriptions,
electronic certificates and much more [9]. The reli-
ability and comfort of these services to the citizen
has a positive impact on the perception of failures,
such as the time when in 2007 many of Estonias
e-services got hacked, where after the news of the
hacking, users considered the service as still being
safe, and trusting the modernized government to
act on the exposed failure to make the system even
safer [20]. Estonia had the opportunity of build-
ing a government in the modern era from scratch,
whereas the majority of other countries have to
build on top of already existing services, involving
a major reshape of the internal processes in most of
the cases. This reshaping, according to some stud-
ies [12], would occur after enabling interoperability
and the basis of the technology standards and poli-
cies, in a second phase where administrative proce-
dures would be aligned with the technical systems,
where enterprise architecture approach would be a
valuable tool.

According to Guijarro, interoperability can be
classified at two levels [12, 1]: At the first level, in-
teroperability provides the basis and policies of the
technology and can be further divided in two sub-
levels: (a) Technical, involving the technologies nec-
essary to exchange data reliably between systems;
and (b) Semantic, involving the policies that ensure
the homogeneity of the information flow. At a sec-
ond level, interoperability shall involve the general
alignment of the administrative processes between
organizations with the information systems at its
core.

In general, interoperability can be defined as the
organizations ability to share data and information
in order to have mutual benefits, using administra-
tive processes oriented to interaction [7].

2.2. ISA2

The EU Member States are currently converting
their public administrations to a digital form [8]. In-
teroperability plays a key role in this transformation
as it allows for administrative entities to share infor-
mation with the citizens and provide public services
digitally, such as, as stated in [8]: (i) Legal issues,
e.g. by ensuring that legislation does not impose
unjustified barriers to the reuse of data in differ-
ent policy areas; (ii) Organizational aspects, e.g.
by requesting formal agreements on the conditions
applicable to cross-organizational interactions; (iii)
Data/semantic concerns, e.g. by ensuring the use of
common descriptions of exchanged data; technical
challenges, e.g. by setting up the necessary informa-
tion systems environment to allow an uninterrupted
flow of bytes.
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ISA is the second iteration of ISA (Interoperabil-
ity Solutions for European Public Administrations),
an European Commission initiative as a solution for
the interoperability strategy across the European
Union. ISA2 provides specific orientations to pub-
lic administrations on how to manage interoperabil-
ity activities, relations between organizations and
processes supporting digital services while ensuring
that the legislation does not compromise such ef-
forts. The public sector represents around 20% of
the European Unions GDP and plays an important
role as an employer, regulator and services provider
in the Digital Single Market [6], and as such, this
guidance is very important. This idea behind ISA2

follows the vision of: Public administrations should
provide key interoperable user-centric digital pub-
lic services to businesses and citizens, at national
and Union levels, supporting the free movement of
goods, people, services and data throughout the
Union [8]. The main focus of our research with
the qDocs platform, is perfectly aligned with this
vision supported by the Member States and public
administrations.

This ISA2 initiative has five main focus areas [8]:

Ensure governance, coordination and shar-
ing of interoperability initiatives: There is a
need for governance and coordination to materi-
alize interoperability within public administration.
As such there are two roles to be followed by the
Member States and the Commission. First, to gov-
ern, coordinate and share all interoperability initia-
tives at national and Union levels in view of ensur-
ing that public administrations follow the principles
and recommendations of the European interoper-
ability framework. Second, to foster better cooper-
ation across all levels of public administrations in
the Union and break down the remaining organiza-
tional and digital silos.

Develop organizational interoperability so-
lutions: There must be an alignment of the admin-
istrative processes between organizations, providing
a flow of information between the public adminis-
trations in the EU, benefiting the citizens.

Engage stakeholders and raise awareness
on interoperability: Promote initiatives showing
that interoperability is a rentable investment and
it satisfies the user needs. For this the results of
implementing the recommendations from the Eu-
ropean interoperability framework should be mea-
sured and broadcasted, as well as promoting this
framework and its solutions.

There should always be a consideration for the
citizens and companies that are the consumers, in-
volving them in an evaluation and analysis of the
product for its own evolution.

Develop, maintain and promote key inter-
operability enablers: A solution for the stan-

dardization of the data handling between organi-
zations should be defined, developed and promoted
to facilitate interoperability.

Develop, maintain and promote instru-
ments that support interoperability: There
are already some tools to be used in the support for
interoperability that should be promoted, as well
as the development of new ones such as interoper-
ability reference architecture, identification of leg-
islation regarding interoperability and IT and the
share and reutilization of IT solutions across Euro-
pean administrations.

The need to update the interoperability frame-
work that exists in Europe is big, so that diver-
gence of approach by the member states working
solo cannot become a reality, as incompatible so-
lutions would increase digital fragmentation across
EU.

2.3. Document Automation
Document automation is an approach, with increas-
ing popularity in areas such as public administra-
tion [5], that supports the management of docu-
ment templates, data fields, and documents, by us-
ing such templates and data fields, and relying on
data collected from the user or from external data
sources to dynamically produce or assemble final
documents. They intend to replace the traditional
documents filled by the user with auto filled docu-
ment templates [19].

Some benefits result from document automation,
such as a more cost effective solution [10], a more
efficient way to process data [4], a lower account of
human errors [13], as well as the creation of new
documents with recycled information [11].

According to a study in healthcare document
transformations in the PICASSO Interoperabil-
ity Platform [22], with the help of TAXI, a
tool that generates XML instances from a given
XML Schema, a technology was experimented fol-
lowing four steps, after populating the database
with meaningful values: a user specifies an XSL
stylesheet and a target XML Schema; TAXI picks
each instance in sequence, transforms it according
to the rules in the stylesheet, and stores the output
XML instance in a file; TAXI validates the output
instance against the target XML Schema; finally, a
log is generated that describes which of the trans-
formed instances were conforming and which were
not, and details the validation errors for the non-
conforming ones.

This allowed to understand that to achieve inter-
operability with document automation is important
to guarantee a base data format, the reliability of
the data and the trustworthiness of the applications
connected and using that data. This, alongside with
a populated database are important aspects as se-
mantic interoperability is in increasing demand by
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information systems [22].

To understand how these document automation
tools are integrated with their client’s services, a
few platforms were studied.

HotDocs is a document automation platform that
manages user data and provides document assembly
services [2]. HotDocs can be integrated into busi-
ness applications through the HotDocs Server API,
both to render HotDocs interviews and to assemble
documents.

The HotDocs interviews usually are embedded
into the clients document creation application, or
may be presented to the user as a pop-up, both via
the API.

The data from these interviews is stored in the
business application process, and can be used via
the API for document generation. This means that
the data relative to the documents is sent from the
client to the platform, through the Web Service
API, where it is stored.

After the document assembly is complete it can
be either attached to the process in progress or it
can be saved as a document in a repository for later
reference [15].

As for SmartDocuments, also a document au-
tomation platform, document templates are cen-
trally created and the data of the user is automat-
ically transferred from the specialist application to
the document template, through a data retrieval
module that can be integrated with the client plat-
form. When finalizing a document creation process,
SmartDocuments only asks for the missing infor-
mation and automatically creates all the required
documents. These can then be sent by e-mail and
centrally archived [24].

In the case of the document automation plat-
form Templafy, it integrates with document cre-
ation platforms such as Microsof Office and G-
Suite with the existing document management soft-
ware, through an Add-On. It also integrates with
customer relationship management systems to get
customer information into business document tem-
plates.

The organization’s assets and templates are
stored in the cloud while also supporting central-
ized storage systems, and can be managed via an
external web interface or via the integration of a
content management system [25].

3. qDocs General Architecture

qDocs is a citizen-centric platform in a multi-
curator ecosystem [23]. It has the ability to create
documents by assembling information maintained
or curated by different curators. The goal is to al-
low citizens to request, access and share electronic
documents. It also acts as a wallet of bureaucratic
documents, such as the ID, Drivers Licence or Cer-

tifications. where the citizen can search and access
them by document type, life event or curator spe-
cific classification schema.

As suggested in 1, qDocs supports the integration
of three key actors: the curator, the citizen and
the qDocs operator. It also integrates a software
component (that shall exist in each curator domain)
to enable data communication from the curator to
the platform, called qBox.

Figure 1: qDocs general architecture model (archi-
mate diagram) - adapted from [23].

The qDocs/Citizen application is used by each
citizen, and provides the following features [16]: Ac-
cess and management of his documents through
the wallet/folder metaphor, where the citizen can
have multiple roles; Search and browse documents
by classifiers defined by the respective Curators,
namely by life events, document type, curator-
specific classification schema; Share documents (us-
ing dynamic keys) with other users, being possible
to limited in time these shares; Fill and submit in-
put documents, feeding Curator forms; Integration
with payment systems, allowing integrated docu-
ment issuance fee collection; Hands-free authenti-
cation mechanism using qDocs Identity Token; Sev-
eral levels of legally binding authentication, based
on official systems ranging from ID smart cards
to SMS based authentication methods (depending
on integration with official mechanisms already in
place); Authenticity validation system for critical
identification documents (e.g., ID, driver license);
Real time monitoring of activity, access to compre-
hensive dashboards and activity logs, including us-
age by third parties.

The qDocs/Curator application is used by dif-
ferent users (with different specific roles) defined
at each curator level, and shall offer the follow-
ing features [16]: Manage curator-specific users and
roles assignment; Manage protocols and contracts
with other Curators; Manage and configure inter-
nal and external data services (DataServices); Man-
age and configure merge fields and user interface
objects (FormObjects, Snippets); Manage and con-
figure document templates (DocumentTemplates);
Monitor performed activity and transactions.
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The qDocs/qBox application is a bridge be-
tween qDocs and the curator’s operational system.
Each curator needs a qBox to manage data transfers
and handle qDocs requests.

4. Implementation

In this chapter we gather the information discussed
in the previous sections in order to design and pro-
pose a solution to the problem stated in the begin-
ning of the document. This is done by evaluating
two core parts of the platform, the qDocs and its
interoperability and the proposed solution of the
qBox, to integrate in the curator, and its interoper-
ability with all the entities involved in the environ-
ment.

4.1. qBox Architecture

qBox is the standard interface through which qDocs
communicates and retrieves data from the curator
to provide data to the citizen requests. qBox is to
be integrated with the curator system, allowing for
data transfer with it, and providing interfaces to
communicate with the citizen and curator in each
specific document [17].

As suggested in Figure 2 qBox is integrated in the
curator environment, where it connects to the cura-
tor application to keep the databases in sync by ex-
changing information with the curator application
via the qBox/ExternalApp interface. From here it
also communicates with the qDocs server through
the qDocs/qBox and qBox/qDocs interfaces, for se-
curity and state tracking.

It also connects directly to both the citizen and
the curator environments to answer requests with-
out the need to go through the main qDocs serer,
relieving its load and keeping information decen-
tralized from the main server.

Figure 2: qBox ArchiMate design of interaction.

This approach aims to provide to each curator a
standard way of integration with the qDocs plat-
form. As such, qBox is the middleman between the
curator systems and qDocs itself, being a data inter-
mediary that ensures the security and homogeneity
of accessing the data.

4.2. qBox Domain Model

As suggested in 3, regarding the internal structure
of qBox, any User is identified by an UserID and
either owns Documents in the role of Citizen, or
takes actions over said documents (Generate, Eval-
uate). Documents can be Input or Output docu-
ments: Input documents are used to get data and
related requests from citizens (e.g. forms, question-
naires) and are evaluated by the curator, who pro-
vides public and private evaluation commentaries;
on the other hand, Output documents are used to
present data to the citizens (e.g. ID cards, Certifi-
cates, field forms) and are generated by the curator
with the approval of the respective input document.

Figure 3: qBox base Domain Model.

Documents can be in one of seven states: Five
for the input documents: Editing, when the citizen
creates a new input document; Pending, when the
citizen submits the document for evaluation; Ap-
proved, if the curator approves the document; Re-
jected if the curator rejects the document; Archived
if the citizen archives the document; And two for
the output documents: Active, when the document
is generated; Disabled, when the citizen disables the
document.

The Datasets are directly associated to each Doc-
ument, as well as to a number of Attributes, that
keep the Document content data. The Dataset
Specification is associated with Dataset Attribute
Specifications, which define a Dataset and its At-
tributes, respectively, and contemplate the use type
of said Document, either Input or Output.

4.3. qBox Development

The qBox, as detailed throughout chapter 4, is the
solution to connect to the curators, ensuring secu-
rity and standardization of the data. Implemented
as a standalone app that is planned to run in the
curator’s environment.

The qBox is based on the Data Model detailed
in Section 4.2 of this document, namely the Input
Document, the Output Document, the Dataset, the
Dataset Attribute, the Dataset Specification and
the Dataset Attribute Specification, which make the
six tables of the qBox database.

These entities support the three basic commu-
nication channels, or endpoints, of the qBox API
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Entities
Citizen Curator Documents Manager Curator Data Manager qBox

Consult Document Consult Document Request Pending Approval Get Dataset Information Create Document Specification
Consult Documents Consult Documents Request Pending Approval

Consult Editing Document Approve Document Request
Edit New Document Request Reject Document Request
Submit Document Request
Archive Document Request

API Endpoints

Disable Document

Table 1: qBox API Endpoints Summary Table.

that were integrated directly with the qDocs plat-
form: (1) the citizen; (2) the Curator Templates
Manager; (3) the Curator Data Manager; as well
as an additional channel, the qBox channel, that
has the purpose of configuring the specifications of
the datasets supported by the qBox directly access-
ing to the qBox, meaning that it is not integrated
with the qDocs platform. These API Endpoints are
summarized in table 1.

In order to standardize communication and data
transfer both within and to the outside of this ap-
plication data transfer objects, or Dtos, were used.
The Dtos used fulfill four different purposes. First
the DocumentDto has the purpose of defining and
providing information about the document spec-
ifications. Secondly the RequestDocumentDto is
used to collect information from an interaction with
the citizen to create a document. In third place,
the EvaluateDocumentDto allows for information
regarding the evaluation of the document by the
Curator Templates Manager to be provided. Fi-
nally both the InputDocumentToReturnDto and
the OutputDocumentToReturnDto arrange all the
relevant data and information in the qBox to be sent
to form an input document or an output document,
respectively.

Most of the processing of the application is made
in the qBoxRepository, that acts as an application
manager for the multiple interfaces.

5. Results

This chapter demonstrates the use of the solution
implemented. It follows the steps of each entity’s
interaction with the platform, namely: (1) the
Curator Data Manager, with the configuration of
the qBox; (2) the citizen for the document request
as well as for the document consult; (3) the Curator
Templates Manager with the document evaluation.
This section also demonstrates the capabilities
of the qBox as an API, outside of these main
interactions. For the demonstrations a document
called Grade Improvement Requirement, based on
an official document with the same name from
Instituto Superior Tcnico, as well as a respective
Grade Improvement Authorization are used.

5.1. qBox Connection
This first scenario demonstrates the configuration
of the first connection with the qBox. Here the
Curator Data Manager will setup all the configu-
rations necessary to make document templates and
data available for citizens to request and consult.

This happens after the qBox setup in the cura-
tor environment, where it must be integrated with
the curator’s system and dataset specifications must
be inputted to the qBox as explained further on in
section 5.3, as well as existing data that may exist
must also be loaded into the qBox database. There
is no user interface for these installation scenarios
so third party tools must be used.

5.1.1 Services Configuration (Curator Data
Manager)

As a first interaction the Curator Data Manager
starts by creating a new service, linked to a specific
qBox, to which a link must be provided. With the
creation of this service qDocs gathers information
from the qBox, namely from the dataset specifica-
tions, and creates the methods available for that
service, displayed to the user, as well as the fields
of each method, also listed to the user, that shows
all the details of each field.

Also the form objects are generated automati-
cally at this stage, for each new field, and linked
to the field’s method, where a list of the gener-
ated form objects is displayed to the user. All this
automation from the information provided by the
qBox dataset specifications allows for a fast and
easy setup of new services. From here, the Cura-
tor Data Manager must configure some parameters
of the form objects, such as the form object group,
which groups form objects to a specific template
building model. The Curator Data Manager must
create and assigning each form object to a group, as
well as specify the data type expected by the form
object in the same page.

5.1.2 Templates Configuration (Curator
Templates Editor)

The next step is the template creation. Here the
Curator Templates Editor uses the form objects to
create the templates relative to the documents re-
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quired. One very important aspect in this creation
is the configuration of the connection between re-
quests and certificates. If a document request is
supposed to generate a certificate after being ap-
proved, the request template must specify the cer-
tificate template. This can be achieved in the meta-
data configuration of the template, where the asso-
ciated template can be selected from a list of exist-
ing templates.

After these steps the qBox is configured in the
qDocs platform and the templates it supports are
available for the citizens to use.

5.2. Document Request and Approval
This scenario demonstrates the interaction of
the citizen and the Curator Templates Manager,
through qDocs, with a focus on the qBox support.
It is based on the processes where the citizen initi-
ates a process of document request, that is followed
by a document approval by the Curator Templates
Manager and finally the citizen consults the result-
ing document.

5.2.1 Document Request (Citizen)

Starting the document request and approval process
is the citizen with a document request. To do so,
the citizen starts by choosing one of the available
forms and fill the information requested.

After all the information is filled the citizen can
send the document request for evaluation. This
locks the input fields of the document, not allow-
ing further edition and provides a new field with
information regarding the request with its state set
to pending.

The end of this step makes the document avail-
able for the Curator Templates Manager to initiate
the next part of the process.

5.2.2 Document Approval (Curator Tem-
plates Manager)

The curator has access to a list of all the document
requests pending for approval. Here the Curator
Templates Manager can select a document to go to
the interface where he has read only access to the
request, being able to analyse all the input provided
by the citizen. The Curator Templates Manager can
write two comments, in the two text boxes near the
bottom of the interface, regarding the document in
analysis: one to be read by the citizen and another
to be read only by the curator entity. Finally the
Curator Templates Manager can provide the final
evaluation of approved or rejected.

In case the document request is approved by the
Curator Templates Manager, a new document is
created, based on the information in the document
request as well as the template linked to it.

5.2.3 Document Consult (Citizen)

To finalize this process, after that evaluation, the
citizen can then access the document request, where
information regarding the final outcome of the eval-
uation is provided. In case the document is rejected
that information is shown under the evaluation de-
tails, finishing the process.

In case the document request was approved, the
same information can be accessed on the document
request, and a new document will be available to be
accessed, being the final document generated after
the approval.

This concludes the interaction between the cit-
izen and the Curator Templates Manager and
demonstrates the full support of the qBox of this
process.

5.3. Changing Dataset Configurations

In this scenario new dataset specifications are cre-
ated in the qBox. To demonstrate the qBox versa-
tility two scenarios were created. The first one with
the creation of a completely new dataset specifica-
tion, and a second one with the addition of fields to
an existing one.

As a setup, the methods created in the Section
5.1 will be already available.

To check for updates the Curator Data Manager
must go to the Edit Service interface, where a but-
ton with that name can be found. If the Cura-
tor Data Manager clicks the button and no new
datasets are found, nothing new will be created,
meaning that all is up to date, where only the al-
ready existing methods are shown.

5.3.1 Creating new Document Specification

In this first example the curator entity where the
qBox is installed wants to add a new document.
In this case the document is a document regard-
ing the student payment certificate. Through
the link of the qBox host the entity can access
to /qbox/createdocumentspecification, and with a
POST request send the new document specification
to be created, with the tool Postman, that allows
for JSON files to be posted to a specific API end-
point. These modifications in the qBox can be made
independently of the qDocs platform, meaning that
nothing will change until the Curator Data Man-
ager updates the qDocs platform.

The Curator Data Manager, through the same
interface shown in Section 5.1, can now update the
platform with the new document specification, that
will be created and listed in the Methods interface,
where the new methods can be seen.
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5.3.2 Adding Attributes to Existing Docu-
ment Specification

In this second example the curator entity wants to
add a new attribute to an existing document spec-
ification. For that, using the same tool as in sub-
section 5.3.1, the curator entity can add the new
document specification, with the same name and
attributes as before, as well as with the new at-
tribute.

Following the same steps as the example before,
in subsection 5.3.1, the Curator Data Manager up-
dates the platform, and the new updated method
is created and displayed to the user in the methods
list, with the added methods also available to be
displayed, while also keeping the previous version
of the method for compatibility with existing older
versions.

6. Conclusions

Interoperability is a growing concern of govern-
ments and organizations due to their need to pro-
vide connecting services and platforms in an effec-
tive and scalable way. As discussed in this disser-
tation, there are some efforts, that have addressed
such interoperability issues, as for example, in what
most related with our research, we discussed the Eu-
ropean ISA2 framework as an European standard
and guide of interoperability.

Document automation is being a popular solution
to support the creation of electronic documents in
a flexible and efficient way [4]. Document automa-
tion systems allow the definition and management
of templates, which are used to dynamically assem-
bly and create new documents by replacing some
particular fields with concrete data, collected di-
rectly from end users or from external data sources.
On the contrary of some existent document automa-
tion tools, which are mainly focused on document
assembly for just one individual organization, the
qDocs is a innovative proposal on this area: qDocs
is based on a secure and scalable citizen-centric and
multi-curator architecture that supports an open
ecosystem of citizens and (public and private) orga-
nizations. In particular, that allows the easy defini-
tion of document templates and respective material-
ization in the scope of administrative/bureaucratic
documents and processes. In what concerns inter-
operability with the curators’ systems, the qBox is a
critical component that shall be deployed and con-
figured in the computational environment of each
curator, and shall keep all the data submitted by
end-users or provided from the curator’s external
systems like ERPs.

The qBox works in controlled environments as
initially intended, with high adaptability to the cu-
rators needs and immediate response to the citi-
zens requests, storing all the necessary data in a

patronized format and making it available to the
users with granted access to it. It is integrated
with the qDocs platform and is capable to support
the document automation functionalities required
by qDocs. It was tested in three core processes of
the qDocs, changing dataset configurations, qBox
connection and document request and approval, in-
volving three actors, the Curator Data Manager,
the Curator Templates Manager and the citizen.
The positive results from this evaluation allow to
conclude that the qBox works as a prove of concept
and the qDocs is ready for basic curator integration
via the qBox.

When compared to other document automation
platforms also studied in this document the qDocs
platform uses an integration module, the qBox, to
retrieve data from the curators, which is an ap-
proach also used by existing platforms, although it
stores the curator data in the module itself, whereas
other platforms use cloud storage systems or a cen-
tralized server to store data and templates.

Currently, the qDocs platform intends to facil-
itate the interaction between Portuguese citizens
and some Government services, in a first approach
by providing access to multiple entities. In the fu-
ture, qDocs shall support other business scenarios,
not only in the public but also in the private sector,
like utilities and finance, providing a customized
document automation user-centric platform, where
users can perform with multiple roles such as cus-
tomer or employee.

Future work can be done as a followup of the
work described in this theses. The most important
would be the integration of the qBox with the cura-
tor entities. This would be done on site, installing
the qBox and connecting it with the databases of
the curators. This installation process would put in
practice the concept proven by this work.

Also, to facilitate the integration, a simple web
interface could be implemented on the qBox, to
manage the database and datasets, as well as check
for access statistics.

On the qDocs side work can be made as well. Fol-
lowing the automatic creation of Methods, Fields
and Form Objects, also Document Templates could
be automatically created from the document spec-
ifications provided by the qBox. This would allow
for all documentation that can be requested by the
citizen to be available immediately after the qBox
configuration.

To provide a better user experience a notification
system could also be implemented, where after the
approval of a document by the Curator Templates
Manager entity, the qDocs platform would send a
notification to the citizen owner of the document,
either an internal notification on the platform, that
could be most relevant with the future implemen-
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tation of a mobile application, or with an SMS no-
tification.

Continuing with the interoperability efforts new
platforms could be connected to the qDocs plat-
form, namely the services provided by AMA (the
Portuguese Agency for Administrative Moderniza-
tion) such as Autenticao.Gov and Bolsa de Docu-
mentos.
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